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of holes. Cable cars long and noisy, but fewer at that time of
night.
We got into a long train, smoker—rather shabby, and exactly
at 11.19left &•£ station. I had a lot of evening papers, a wilder-
ness to me. We crossed the Harlem, saw the old ship canal,
and then skirted the Hudson. Very blue arc-lights. Through
the town a regular succession of lightning glimpses of long streets
at right angles to the track.
Cobb said you could see N.Y. and get a good idea of it. I
said " But what about the home life of people to learn ? " He
said: " There is none. It's a half-way house. Constant coming
and going, and changing of centres and so on. Only one man in
three is American born." He indicated a whole vast quarter as
we passed—probably several miles—which he described as
nothing but apartment houses and bedrooms. . . . Arrival at
Yonkers. Station being reconstructed. All wood stairs etc. A
buggy, on remarkably thin wheels, and two horses, brown and
white, ill-groomed, waited for us. And we seemed to drive a
very long way. Through an Italian quarter. We passed through
a district full of remains of decorations of Christopher Columbus
Day, which is to-day. At last, after sundry hills and dales, into
an obviously residential quarter. Here roads all interminably
winding curves. Then the house.
Saturday, October 1481.
Going down change at I55th on to Elevated.
No crush.   First view of baseball ground.
The effect of millions of staircased windows of apartment
houses, with glimpses every now and then of complicated lines
of washing.
Street after street, dirty streets, untidy, littered.
Baseball game.   Grants v. AMetics.   N.Y. v. Phila.
Again cigarettes, chewing gum, programmes.
Cheers for kid practising, sharp sort "of cheers.
Advertisements round arena-
Drive through Central Park, and then past Carnegie, etc. houses,
Pitcher lifting left leg high.   Tip on right toe.
Applause for a run.   First red man near to me in joy.
Members of audience being turned out.
The catching seemed to be quite certain,
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